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Private Event Spaces

                  

                

                
                  
                  
                  
                    If you have a milestone birthday or anniversary coming up soon, you want to have it at a venue that can accommodate all of your guests with great food and drink. At moto-i in Minneapolis, we would love to host your next event in one of our private areas, and as a Japanese restaurant and sake bar, we can provide amazing food and beverages all night long! We have three distinct event spaces to choose from, and we look forward to explaining  the advantages of each one.
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                            The lounge occupies the entire second floor of our building. Depending on the size and configuration of your party, the area can accommodate 65 people at high-top cocktail tables, or approximately 30 for a sit-down dinner.
                              It comes with your own private bartenders for the evening, and a stage area for hosting a band or DJ.
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                            Ramen Alley is located on the first level of our restaurant, right past out main bar and dining room. Decorated with bamboo walls and Japanese artwork, Ramen Alley is a semi-private area, with three walls surrounding it. Guests
                              will have a direct view of our on-site American craft sake brewery, a staple of who we are! This room hold up to 35 people for cocktails, and 20 people for a sit-down dinner.
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                            If you want to have an amazing outdoor party, then our Stryker’s Lookout rooftop patio is the ideal spot. This space is only available during the summer months, and can accommodate 75 to 200 people, depending on the size and
                              configuration of the tables. If you’re having a wedding reception in June, a family reunion in July, or an anniversary party in August, Stryker’s is a great place to hold your event!
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